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See Sydney like a local with this 3-day itinerary!You can finally stop researching for your Sydney

vacation, all of the information you need is in this 3-day tour itinerary travel guide. The best places

to see from a local Sydney expert! Includes how to save money using public transportation as well

as details about ATMs, hotels, restaurants, tax refunds, nightlife, and much much more.What

Sydney destination highlights will you see?- Sydney Opera House- Sydney Harbour Bridge- Circular

Quay- Royal Botanical Gardens- Central Business District (CBD)- Darling Harbour- Coogee Beach-

Bondi Beach- Museums, & more...What does your Sydney itinerary include?- A timeline with the

exact details of what to do in Sydney when and where. Including specific itineraries if you have 1, 2,

or 3 days in Sydney.- How to use public transportation to save you money.- Clear and specific

directions to each of the destinations. The directions are supplemented with pictures and maps as

well to further reduce your chances of getting lost!- Loads of additional information including where

to stay, restaurant information, nightlife recommendations, and additional places to see if you have

extra time.Why should you buy this Sydney travel guide?- Saves you time by not needing to do

additional research on Sydney!- Saves you money by giving specific instructions on how to use

public transportation. While at the same time giving you the true local feel of Sydney.- Stop wading

through all of the tourist destinations. I've seen them all and will tell you exactly which ones are

worth seeing.The Table of Contents for this Sydney guide:- 1, 2 & 3-day itineraries: If you only have

1, 2, or 3 days in Sydney, we break down the activities with specific instructions.- Getting into the

city from the airport. Specific public transportation instructions to get you where you need to go

without paying for an unnecessary taxi.- How to use the public transportation in Sydney- ATMs &

Credit Cards: Best ways to get money out while in Sydney- GST & the Tourist Refund Scheme:

Information on getting refunded the tax on purchases made while in Australia- Restaurants: General

recommendations, information on tap water, tipping customs- Hotels: I narrow the hundreds of

hotels to just a few great one's- Nightlife: If you're not too tired, the best places to grab a drink.-

Other Places to See: Additional tourist destinations if you're staying beyond 3-days- Additional

Websites for Information- Random Tips: Other useful tips for SydneyGuaranteeAt $3.99, the

itinerary will pay for itself the first time you follow the advice on dining and traveling destinations. If

you are unhappy with the itinerary for any reason,  provides a full refund. What are you waiting for?

Go get this itinerary and confidently explore Sydney.
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I got one good tip, that made the whole book worth it. Buy pre-arranged tickets from the airport to

your destination. It is cheaper and more convenient. I did not see this tip in any of the other books I

have read. It is nice to have this headache out of the way and for only $24.00 for two of us. I also

plan on using the Itinerary suggested when we arrive.

October 20th Sydney changed its timetable, billed at the biggest change in a generation it changed

all the bus schedules, ferry routes, etc. So the travel guide may no longer have proper

information.Watson's point ferry is also listed as running after 3pm, this service appears to have

been seriously reduced. Make sure you check the schedule if you want to catch ferry out there.

(Day 1 schedule)Doing everything in the guide in 3 days would have left us exhausted, especially

since we're on a longer trip. There's a lot of walking, and a lot to see. Could easily spread it out to 5

days.

Planning a trip to Sydney next year, this seemed like a good purchase to preview the city and what

it has to offer. I like the planned itineraries as they seem to make maximum use of limited time. I



was disappointed that it did not include information about side trips to surrounding must- see areas,

but the title didn't suggest that it would. I agree with a previous reviewer who said he read it in

twenty minutes. However, I feel that I will appreciate the maps and details more fully when I am

actually in Sydney. I used a gift card for the purchase so I found it to be an excellent value for the

money!

Excellent guide for younger set and a good overview for any ages. Would be nice to include a little

more about cabs, uber or Lyfts availability and safety for the less mobile, not-into-walking traveler.

Purchased this Guide for a last minute trip to Sydney. It contained great simple, straightforward

itineraries and suggestions and useful insider tips from the perspective of a long time resident. Well

worth the price; a no-brainer at $3.99. I think the unanchor travel guides are generally great

because they are inexpensive, the suggestions are genuine and you never get the perspective that

any of the hotel/ restaurant suggestions are payoffs or otherwise influenced as you do with some of

the larger publications...highly recommend.

I recently completed a 5 day trip to Sydney, from Chicago, with my 12 year old daughter. In

preperation for this, I wanted a quick and easy guide of what to see and do in a limited time. I knew

jet lag would prevent us from rushing around and so I also required some flexibility. 'The Sydney,

Australia Travel Guide - 3 day Best-Of Itinerary' provided exactly what I needed. We pretty much

followed exactly what was suggested for 3 days, but spread it over 4 days. The sequencing,

descriptions and maps provided made our trip an exercise in efficiency and enjoyment.Highly

recommended!

a travel book in Kindle format that actually works for you. The maps are easy to read and have good

markings. The pictures of locations you will encounter are helpful. Great itineraries with general

pricing and time allotted. Detailed info for a great trip.

This guide was not that useful. It listed some sites worth seeing that you could find anywhere on the

web. While the price is good, you get what you pay for. The maps are not useful. Since this is

electronic, the maps should link out to the web to get context of where the places are.
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